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The Internet is large platform which has almost the whole world as part of it. And almost everyone
on this platform is obsessed with their newly attained freedom of speech. Everyone talks,
comments, shares or writes blogs. Now with everyone having their presence online and with the
craze of making that presence felt the concept of e-reputation or e-rÃ©putation has taken its stand.

E-reputation or e-rÃ©putation is a concept that means online reputation management for a person or
entity whatever or whoever has a presence online. As Internet might be large platform to share your
views and make your presence felt but then it also has a vulnerability that might be disastrous if not
taken care of. Community management helps in the management of this e reputation or e rÃ©putation.

It doesn't matter if a person or the entity likes it or not but the fact is that the name is being Google
on every now and then to know more about them. And thus maintaining your e-reputation or e-
rÃ©putation is definitely important to make sure you don't put up an impression on someone that you
may not wish to inflict upon them.

The people that Google your name could be anyone from a potential client to a potential employer in
any case you would not like them to have an impression that they may not like and thus comes the
concept of management of e reputation or e rÃ©putation through community management.
Management of e rÃ©putation or e reputation is done not only to save a potential client or to make
you look good in front of a potential employer but also just to be sure that your name is not being
used at wrong place in a wrong manner making you look bad. But still community management not
only saves you from looking bad on the Internet but could also help you promote your brand name.

World has accepted the importance of a name or say a brand name, gone are the days when the
quotation of Shakespeare, â€œ What's in a nameâ€• meant something. Today everything matters and
changes with the name and it's acceptance as a brand name. And the era of Internet and the craze
of going online has made people to search for anything they want first on the Internet and thus is the
need of e-rÃ©putation or e-reputation management.

From a general store or a book store to best tourist places or five star hotels, name matters and so
does their appearance online, which means you won't like to have a bad comment or anything as
such attached to your name which means and needs management of your online reputation, but 
since it takes a lot of time and needs a through investigation online to be sure of the thing, doing it
yourself might waste a lot of your precious time. Thus giving way to community management sites
to help you with the work could be the best idea. Community management sites mainly work for the
e reputation or e rÃ©putation management which not only means clearing the negativity from your
name on the Internet but also promoting the same to better levels.
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